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Could you fall in love with a killer? How about two?When hiring a hitman, it's important to remember

two rules.One: Pay in cash.And two: Don't sleep with him.I was never good at following rules.It's not

my fault that the guy I hired to help me is so damn sexy... so stupidly good at making me melt.Who

the hell sleeps with a hitman? I wish I could take it back. The problem is, now that I've slept with Kite

once, I want to do it again. And again. What's worse?He wants to share me with his best friend.I

shouldn't give in to either of them. I should be stronger.I should remember the rules.But with both of

them kissing me...I can't even remember my own name.Author's Note: This is a re-release of the

Beyond Blood series. Contains a HEA, NO CHEATING, no cliffhangers, and two hitmen who have a

"talent" for sharing one sassy lady...
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Nora writes the best bad boys! This is a fast paced story with a few great twists, and a whole lot of

steaminess. Who was hotter, Jacob or Kite? I liked Kite, but it doesn't matter--they both get their

moments. Marina tries to make these hitmen work for her, but they take over everything, including



her. She even has to move in with them! Recommended for bad boy lovers!

I received this arc for a honest review. I really love this book about Jacob,kite, and marina.Kite and

Jacob have be hit men for years to survive and make money. Just when they do their final kill and

retire. Marina see the whole thing and need their help for her to do a killing herself. She blackmail

them into do it. They decided they are going to find out where she hid the letter and kill her to leave

no evidence. This is a good read I can't wait to read more.

I have read My Secret Master and Chained which were excellent. Nora Flite has done a fantastic job

on this book. I highly recommend it the love story is amazing. I received this as an ARC and wow is

all i can say. I finished this in less than 2 days it has everything Hot Sex Scenes, Hitman, Menage a

Trois and good chesmistry between the main characters Marina, Kite & Jacob it was a well written

story so much emotion. Nora Flite is one of my favorite authors

Wasn't sure about this book as I'm not a huge fan of criminal stories but it had good reviews & was

inexpensive so thought I'd try it. Wow - couldn't put it down. Ladies before reading make sure you

have an extra pair, or 3, of panties - you will need them. Definitely checking out what else this

author has written.

If all bad boys were like Jacob and Kite I'd have absolutely no problem kissing any of them!Never

Kiss a Bad Boy is such a compelling and different story- a tale of 2 best friends, blood brothers that

don't let anyone or anything come between them. When Marina enters the picture everything

they've worked so hard to achieve is threatened, and their friendship is put to the ultimate test.I

really enjoyed this book, it's a little different from anything I've read before...2 hitmen and the

woman who has the power to destroy them.Marina really has no clue what she's getting herself into

when she sets out to hire Kite to help her kill the man responsible for the death of her family, but she

doesn't let this stop her...and I really liked that side of her. Kite and Jacob are 2 dangerously

delicious hitmen, who could blame Marina for falling under their spell...I definitely did!Engaging,

thrilling, and suspenseful, NKaBB will keep you on the edge of your seat, wondering what the

outcome will be...Will Marina finally get what she's been working towards for the past 16 years? Will

Jacob and Kite hold up their end of the deal? Will everything that Jacob and Kite built implode

because of one woman?!?***Copy received in exchange for an honest review.



This was an okay read. It had an interesting plot, but I can't say I felt particularly drawn in by any of

the characters. They left me feeling like I was supposed to care about them way more than I did.The

whole menage routine was lukewarm rather than scorching. While it was graphic, it didn't leave me

feeling hot and bothered. I probably enjoyed the suspense side of the story way more than any of

the romantic elements it contained.Could have been great, but it simply wasn't. Entertaining, but

ultimately forgettable.

This was such an amazing story. What happens when you need the help of two people so

dangerous you cannot help but follow what they ask? What if once you are around them they give

you something so special that you cannot stay away even if it could kill you? Marina witnessed

something in her past and she needs Kite and Jacobs help to name it right. This story will keep you

guessing and fearful of what will happen but it will also keep you wanting to read more as you

wonder how will all three survive. So good you will not be disappointed!

More of a 3.5. This was a very interesting read. Hitmen have past lives too. Some have always been

evil, but not all. These two definitely had hearts! Even though they were originally saving their own

asses, their hearts saw the love that Marina was throwing their way! Love is weird, usually it comes

at you when you least expect it to. That's what Marina did to both hitmen, Kite & Jacob. She showed

that hem love & in return learned that there just might be something out there to live for.
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